第一部份：詞彙與用語（80%）
請由每題之 A、B、C、D 四個選項中選出最適合的答案。

1. Being a newcomer, Alice is ______ with the area.
   A) informative     B) unfamiliar     C) aware     D) confident

2. Many tourists come to this island to ______ its unique beauty.
   A) encourage     B) describe     C) admire     D) calculate

3. Your telephone has been ________ for 5 minutes, please pick it up.
   A) ringing     B) ring     C) rang     D) rings

4. From the hotel window in our room, we got a(n) ______ view of Mt. Fuji.
   A) breathtaking     B) expensive     C) excited     D) moral

5. What ______ when the earthquake ________?
   A) are you doing, happened     B) have you been doing, happened
   C) were you doing, happening     D) were you doing, happened

6. Some animal species are in danger of ____________.
   A) distinction     B) instruction     C) extinction     D) function

7. There were fifty-eight passengers on this plane, but only two ______ the crash.
   A) employed     B) volunteered     C) survived     D) rejected

8. Exercise helps the ___________ of blood.
   A) regulation     B) recreation     C) reputation     D) circulation

9. The two brothers look so much alike that it is difficult to ______ one ______ the other.
   A) turn…into     B) know…of     C) tell…from     D) mix…with

10. David spoke German so well that I ________ that he was a native German speaker.
    A) took into account     B) took for granted     C) gave in     D) let out

11. He has been ______ here alone in this island for twenty years, it’s hard to make him live with others now.
    A) live     B) lived     C) living     D) lives

12. It had been 4 years ______ Joanne moved to the England. But till now, we still miss her.
    A) for     B) until     C) before     D) since

13. I have given Max my address and also drawn a map for him. I think he ______ be able to find my place without much difficulties.
    A) can     B) should     C) could     D) had to

14. A ____________ is a person who fixes the pipes.
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15. Go straight and you’ll see the university bookstore ______ the end of the street.
   A) in  B) on  C) at  D) to

16. Have you _________ to any music concerts in Taiwan?
   A) go  B) went  C) goes  D) been

17. It is hard to make little kids sit still for a long time for they are very ________
    A) sincere  B) reckless  C) energetic  D) impulsive

18. The woman divorced her husband right after she found out that he _________ her.
    A) cheated on  B) fell in love with  C) proposed to  D) looked at

19. The guarana is a small, red berry that provides a quick boost of energy similar to _________ of the caffeine in coffee.
    A) which  B) what  C) this  D) that

20. Hamburger has been a part of the American ______ since the beginning of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century.
    A) civilization  B) property  C) diet  D) art

21. Scientists say they are ready to start _________ the technology of cloning to human beings.
    A) performance  B) applying  C) experiments  D) produces

22. A: What do you think is the most loyal animal in the world?
   B: __________________________________________.
    A) Are you saying dogs?
    B) There should be a dog.
    C) Help me find it out.
    D) To me, it would be a dog.

23. Both Jennifer and Dennis are classmates now, but they ______ three years ago.
    A) weren’t  B) aren’t  C) shouldn’t  D) isn’t

24. I like to ____ tomatoes in the home garden because the tomatoes grown from home taste different from those bought in the supermarket.
    A) grow  B) are growing  C) grown  D) that are grown

25. Mr. Chang always wears a hat ______ he doesn’t want people to know that he is bald.
    A) as  B) but  C) nor  D) so

26. I have never cheated on an exam, ______ do I have the guts to do so.
    A) so  B) but  C) nor  D) not

27. Luckily you didn’t buy that second-hand car. If you ________ it, you might have
1. A) bought
2. B) have bought
3. C) had bought
4. D) buy

28. She spent most of her time ______ Korean soap operas with her classmates during summer vacation.
A) watch
B) watched
C) watching
D) to watch

29. With her hard work over the years, Cindy hopes ______ soon.
A) to be promoted
B) to promote
C) promoting
D) promoted

30. The unusual _________ of the wild ducks in this area has drawn the attention of environmentalists.
A) emigration
B) immigration
C) vibration
D) migration

31. Nicole is a diligent and responsible student. She ______ her lesson before class each day.
A) sees
B) previews
C) watches
D) writes

32. Mona has such a charming _________ that makes her very popular among her peer.
A) data
B) prejudice
C) personality
D) custom

33. We were all mad at Mary because she kept us waiting for almost an hour and didn’t even ______ for her lateness.
A) compliment
B) comprehensive
C) apologize
D) complain

34. The handsome and talented singer was the ______ of many young girls, who followed him wherever he went.
A) idle
B) idol
C) idea
D) identity

35. Very few kids can _________ the temptation of ice cream and chocolate.
A) refer
B) relate
C) resist
D) revolve

36. Having gone through much _________ during his early years, Joe decided to give the best of everything to his own children.
A) victory
B) hardship
C) potential
D) threat

37. Is Baker going to keep all his promises if he ______ the election?
A) wins
B) won
C) is winning
D) was won

38. Unless I ______ a student loan, I won’t be able to go to medical school.
A) got
B) get
C) am getting
D) were getting

39. Warren _________ won a match for weeks, so he feels frustrated.
A) hasn’t
B) didn’t
C) hadn’t
D) doesn’t

40. We ______ follow your advice as long as it’s good for us.
A) will
B) should
C) could
D) would
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Many visitors to San Francisco are familiar with its moving landmarks, the world
famous cable cars. (41) ______ on the cable cars is an exciting trip up and down some of
the city’s steepest hills at a steady 9.5 miles per hour. Andrew Hallidie, a Scottish wire
cable manufacturer, (42) ______ the system over 120 years ago in attempt (43) ______
 improve on the city’s horse-drawn transportation. When the world’s first cable car (44)
______ down Nob Hill in the summer of 1873, the invention was an immediate hit. Not
only was this new system safer, it opened up many new areas (45) ______ home building.
These areas were previously thought unsuitable due to their steep hillside locations.

41 A) Ride  B) Riding  C) To have rode  D) Rode
42 A) introducing  B) introduced  C) has introduced  D) was introducing
43 A) on  B) by  C) to  D) from
44 A) traveled  B) traveling  C) travels  D) had traveled
45 A) for  B) of  C) at  D) about

I am really glad that our family bought a new DVD machine. After work, we are so
tired (46) ______ when get home, we just want to relax. (47) ______ with this new
machine around, we often (48) ______ some videos at a Blockbuster on the way home
from work. We can relax, (49) ______ on a comfortable couch, and get a snack from the
nearby kitchen while we watch a movie at our own pace. We can (50) ______ the exciting
parts of a movie, or even stop a movie if we are too tired to finish it.

46 A) whether  B) if  C) that  D) but
47 A) Now  B) Before  C) Only if  D) Because
48 A) go to  B) pick up  C) look up  D) take up
49 A) sit  B) and sitting  C) to sit  D) sat
50 A) re-produce  B) re-make  C) re-write  D) replay